Children

78 x 26’ (26 x 26’ HD New) + 2 x 90’

Facts for your Success  
 ction-driven series for tweens,
A
teens and families
Spectacular underwater scenes,
shot on Australia’s Gold Coast
Award-winning, global smash hit
sold in over 140 territories

Just add Water,”

“something” in the water, Zane embarks on a hunt for
the mysterious creature…

mermaids belonged to the

After sharing many adventures with her friends, Emma goes

realm of fantasy and fairy tale. But ever since three

abroad and Bella turns up, a new mermaid who soon makes

Australian girls found out that they were genuine

friends with Rikki and Cleo. Their friendship is put to the test,

mermaids, the teen world has never been the same

however, when good-looking Will arrives in town and charms

again! The adventures of the trio have found millions

both Bella and Rikki. But when the Moon Pool on Mako Island

of devoted fans all over the world.

begins to turn threatening, the three friends band together to

Emma, Cleo and Rikki are growing up on Australia’s sunny

save the island and ward off a catastrophic event…

Gold Coast. One day, while on mysterious Mako Island, they

“H2O – Just Add Water” is another sensational hit series

end up trapped in a cavern concealing a pool of water. As they

from blockbuster children’s-program master Jonathan

enter it, the light from the full moon creates a mysterious glow

M. Shiff (The Elephant Princess, Wicked Science). The

in the water. At home, the girls notice that if water touches

award-winning series stands out for its sensational

them, they only have seconds to dry off before long, elegant

special effects and spectacular underwater

tails appear. They’ve become mermaids! What’s more: they’ve

photography. Sold in over 140 territories

also got magical powers!

worldwide, the series has also spawned

While the girls enter a wonderful underwater world, their pow-

countless merchandising articles as well

ers prove to be both a boon and a bane to them in their every-

as popular fan sites. Take the plunge and

day lives. When Emma rescues bad boy Zane from a sinking

discover why “H2O – Just Add Water” has the

boat, he turns out to be the biggest threat of all. Having seen

perfect recipe for success!
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C
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Directors

Jeffrey Walker, Colin Budds

Producer

Jonathan M. Shiff Productions
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